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Grand principles of American Journalism

① Independence
② Transparency
③ Citizen engagement
④ Holding power accountable
⑤ Objectivity
⑥ Balance
⑦ Fairness
⑧ Accuracy/Verification
⑨ Telling the truth

Monday’s class

Today’s class



Fairness

① Is not about pleasing a source, but rather 
about being willing not to dismiss what they 
say outright. 

② It is about making the same effort to 
understand different perspectives.

③ It is about giving sources that chance to give 
their side of the story.

④ It is not about an appearance of fairness but of 
a pursuit of fairness.



Fairness examples

• When allegations are made about someone we 
give that person an opportunity to provide their 
views in our stories.

• If they don’t we communicate this to our 
audience in a fair way: 

• “________ declined our request for 
comment”

• “________ did not respond to multiple 
requests for comment”

• “________ did not respond immediately  
to requests for comment”



Norms & Practices main points
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① Through objectivity, balance and fairness we 
try to make rational reconstruction of an event.

② Objectivity is not a personal characteristic, but 
a professional method of inquiry. 

③ Objectivity as a method is plausible and 
desirable.

④ In an advocacy journalism model we need new 
institutions to adjudicate claims…



Telling the truth



Truth 
“the real facts about 

something”

Truth and facts

Fact 
“something that truly 

exists”

Things are true because they correspond to facts 
(correspondence theory of truth).

How do we establish that something really 
occurred?

- Verifiability  by others (can we demonstrate 
that they correspond to experience?)



Truth and facts – The World is Flat



Truth and facts

Facts are not only about natural occurrences but 
also about human creations.

Money
The president is…

So ultimately facts are based on observation, but 
also on human agreement (not mere opinions or 
“truthiness” but established processes for making 
decisions about reality).



Truth and facts - Truthiness



How do we know what is real?

• Intuition

• We believe what someone told us. (Tradition 
and experts - pros and cons).

• We personally experience something. (But what 
“we” experience is also a social product 
(socialization is a process of “learning to accept 
what everybody around us ‘knows’)

• Scientific Method.  Based on experience and 
reasoning.



Issues with truth

• Truth in the sense being discussed here is 
temporal and contextual (this does not mean 
that anything goes) but rather that through open 
inquiry it is self-corrective over time.

• Homogeneous versus multicultural societies. In 
multicultural societies need more mechanisms of 
inquiry to assert truths. Among these 
journalism… 



Questions

See you Friday.




